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This paper presents the investigation of a multifunctional energy harvesting and energy-storage wing spar for

unmanned aerial vehicles. Multifunctional material systems combine several functionalities into a single device in

order to increase performance while limiting mass and volume. Multifunctional energy harvesting can be used to

provide power to remote low-power sensors on unmanned aerial vehicles, where the added weight or volume of

conventional harvesting designs can hinder flight performance. In this paper, a prototype self-charging wing spar

containing embedded piezoelectric and battery elements is modeled, fabricated, and tested to evaluate its energy

harvesting and storage performance. A coupled electromechanical model based on the assumed modes method is

developed to predict the vibration response and voltage response of a cantileveredwing spar excited under harmonic

base excitation. Experiments are performed on a representative self-charging wing spar, and the results are used to

verify the electromechanical model. The power-generation performance of the self-charging wing spar is

investigated in detail for harmonic excitation in clamped–free boundary conditions. Experiments are also conducted

to demonstrate the ability of the wing spar to simultaneously harvest and store electrical energy in amultifunctional

manner. It is shown that, for an input base acceleration level of�0:25 g at 28.4Hz at the base of the structure, 1.5mW

of regulated dc power is delivered from the piezoelectric layers to the thin-film battery, resulting in a stored capacity

of 0.362 mAh in 1 h.

Nomenclature

A = area
ab = base acceleration
b = width
C = damping matrix
Cp = capacitance

cE11 = elastic modulus at constant electric field
D = electric displacement
d31 = piezoelectric strain constant
E = electric field
e31 = piezoelectric stress constant
F = forcing vector
H = Heaviside function
h = thickness
I = mass moment of inertia
Jp = piezoelectric coupling term
K = stiffness matrix
L = length
M = mass matrix
M = lumped mass
N = number of modes

Q = electric charge
Rl = load resistance
Sxx = strain
sE11 = elastic compliance at constant electric field
T = kinetic energy
t = time
Txx = stress
U = potential energy
v = voltage
Vabs = absolute beam velocity
Wie = internal electrical energy
wabs = absolute displacement
wb = base displacement
wrel = relative displacement
Y = elastic modulus
� = mass proportional damping constant
� = stiffness proportional damping constant
�Wnce = virtual work of nonconservative electrical forces
"S33 = dielectric permittivity at constant strain
� = vector of generalized coordinates
� = electromechanical coupling vector
� = mass density
� = matrix of admissible functions
! = frequency

Subscripts

p = piezoelectric layer
s = structure layer

Superscripts

eq = equivalent representation
p = parallel electrode connection
s = series electrode connection
T = matrix transpose
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I. Introduction

W ITH recent growth in the development of low-power
electronic devices such as microelectronics and wireless

sensor nodes, the topic of energy harvesting has received much
attention in the research community. Several modes of energy
harvesting exist, including conversion of solar, thermal, vibration,
and wind energy to electrical energy. Among these schemes,
piezoelectric vibration-based harvesting has been most heavily
researched [1,2]. One particular area of interest for piezoelectric
energy harvesting lies in scavenging vibration energy during flight of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Focus has recently been placed on
small UAVs that can be carried and deployed by soldiers in the field
and used for surveillance purposes. Vibration energy harvesting in
UAVs can be used to provide local power to remote low-power
sensors such as accelerometers, structural health monitoring nodes,
or perhaps small imaging devices, such as cameras. Anton and Inman
have previously performed a proof of concept flight experiment
where a nonoptimized UAV wing spar with surface-mounted
piezoelectric patches was shown to generate 11:3 �W in level flight,
which is useful for low-power sensor systems [3].

Traditional piezoelectric energy harvesting systems consist of an
active harvesting element, conditioning circuitry, and a storage
medium, where the sole function of the combined system is to
convert ambient mechanical energy into usable electrical energy.
Furthermore, conventional systems are designed as add-on compo-
nents to a host structure, often causing undesirable mass loading
effects and consuming valuable space. A method of improving the
functionality of conventional harvesting designs involves the use of a
multifunctional approach in which the system not only performs
energy harvesting but also performs additional tasks such as storing
the scavenged energy or supporting mechanical load in the host
structure.

Previous studies have been conducted by Thomas and Qidwai
[4,5], Qidwai et al. [6], andRohatgi et al. [7] inwhichmultifunctional
structure-power composites have been developed and investigated
for use in unmanned vehicle applications. Thomas and Qidwai [4]
first introduce the concept of the multifunctional structure battery in
which polymer–lithium ion battery layers with structural additives
are used to both store energy and support aerodynamic loads in a
UAV. In a subsequent study, Thomas and Qidwai [5] provide
formulations for the change in flight endurance of a UAV with an

integrated structure battery, and they fabricate and perform flight
testing on a small flying-wing UAV, called theWasp, which includes
structure batteries integrated into the wings. More recently, Thomas
and Qidwai have investigated the use of structure batteries in
unmanned underwater vehicles. Qidwai et al. [6] describe the design
and fabrication of structure batteries specifically developed for
marine systems containing lithium–ion batteries embedded within
fiber-reinforced polymer layers. Continuing the work, Rohatgi et al.
[7] present the experimental evaluation of the fabricated structure
batteries. The multifunctional composites are tested both mechan-
ically via static three-point bend testing and electrically through
charge/discharge cycling of the battery layers.

The authors have recently developed a multifunctional energy
harvesting solution in which energy harvesting, energy storage, and
load-bearing ability have been achieved in a single composite device
[8]. The proposed self-charging structures contain piezoelectric
layers for scavenging energy, thin-film battery layers for storing the
scavenged energy, and they can be embedded into a structure to carry
load. Details of the design, fabrication, modeling, and experimental
evaluation of the prototype device have been given.

This paper extends the concept and modeling presented in [8] by
applying the multifunctional philosophy to a UAV wing spar. A
multifunctional wing spar for low-power vibration-based energy
generation and storage is investigated. A representative aluminum
spar with embedded piezoceramic and battery layers is modeled
using the assumed modes method, and experimental tests are con-
ducted on a prototype to validate the model. Finally, the simul-
taneous energy generation and storage ability of the multifunctional
wing spar is demonstrated through charge/discharge testing under
dynamic excitation.

II. Overview of Self-Charging Structures

To improve the functionality and reduce the adverse loading
effects of traditional piezoelectric harvesting approaches, the authors
have developed the self-charging structure design, shown in Fig. 1.
Self-charging structures contain both power-generation and energy-
storage capabilities in a multilayered, composite platform consisting
of active piezoceramic layers for scavenging energy, thin-filmbattery
layers for storing scavenged energy and a central metallic substrate
layer arranged in a bimorph configuration. The operational principle
behind the device involves simultaneous generation of electrical
energy when subjected to dynamic loading causing deformations in
the structure, as well as energy storage in the thin-film battery layers.
Energy is transferred directly from the piezoceramic layers through
appropriate conditioning circuitry to the thin-film battery layers;
thus, a single device is capable of both generating and storing
electrical energy. Additionally, the self-charging structures are
capable of carrying loads as structural members due to the stiffness of
the composite device.

III. Energy Harvesting in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

Multifunctional self-charging structures can be embedded into the
wing spar of a UAV, as shown in Fig. 2a, with the goal of providing a
local power source for remote low-power wireless sensors such as

Energy Flow

Piezoceramic Layer

Thin-Film Battery Layer

Substrate Layer

Fig. 1 Schematic of self-charging structure.

Self-charging structures embedded in
wing spar (shown with wing removed)

Low-power sensor node being powered
locally by harvesting system

Piezo device surface
mounted to wing spar

a) b)
Fig. 2 Small UAV a) shown schematically with embedded self-charging structures in wing spar powering low-power sensor node, and b) pictured with

piezoelectric device surface mounted to wing spar.
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accelerometers, structural health monitoring nodes, or even low-
power imaging devices or cameras. Providing a local power source
composed of both harvesting and storage elements is beneficial
because it eliminates the need to runwires and tap into the propulsive
power supply of the aircraft, thus reducing mass and complexity
while allowing the sensors to operate wirelessly. Additionally, a
multifunctional approach in which the composite harvester is
embedded into the wing spar and supports structural loads in the
wings is valuable because it can reduce or eliminate the added mass
of the harvesting device.

Previous work by Anton and Inman has investigated the potential
of piezoelectric devices to harvest energy from vibrations during
UAV flight [3]. The wing spar of a small radio-control aircraft was
modified to include surfacemounted piezoelectricmaterial, as shown
in Fig. 2b. Flight testing results show that an average power of about
11:3 �W can be harvested during levelflight from this nonoptimized
design. It is expected that a multifunctional design in which the
harvester is embedded into the wing spar and properly designed for
maximum energy conversion will provide an increased power
output.

IV. Electromechanical Modeling

An electromechanical model of an energy harvesting/energy-
storage UAV wing spar is developed. The model presented in this
section is based on the experimentally validated assumed modes
model givenbyErturk and Inman [9–11], and it extends themodeling
presented by the authors in [8] by considering self-charging
structures embedded into a substrate (i.e., wing spar) and the contri-
butions of an arbitrary lumpedmass (i.e., sensor node). The assumed
modes method is an approximate distributed parameter modeling
technique, closely related to the more common Rayleigh–Ritz
method [12,13] (in fact, both methods yield identical discretized
equations), that uses the extended Hamilton’s principle along with
the energy expressions to derive the equations of motion of a system.
Alternative ways to formulate and solve the resulting electro-
mechanical problem include finite element modeling [14–16] or
analytical modeling [17] with appropriate eigenfunctions.

A. Modeling Assumptions and Device Configuration

Consider the piezoelectric energy harvesting wing spar config-
urations shown in Fig. 3 for a half-sparmodelwith themoving base at
the clamped end representing the aircraft fuselage. The spar contains
two piezoelectric layers and is symmetric about the x axis; hence, it
represents a bimorph configuration. Both series (Fig. 3a) and parallel
(Fig. 3b) electrode connections of the piezoelectric devices are
considered. The structures are excited under translational base
acceleration ab�t� imposed in the transverse direction (z direction) at
the clamped end. The linearly elastic cantilevered spar is assumed to
be sufficiently thin such that shear deformation and rotary inertia
effects are negligible, allowing Euler–Bernoulli assumptions for
small oscillations. Since the governing equations are linear, the
excitation amplitude is assumed to be sufficiently low. The electrode
pairs covering the piezoelectric surfaces are assumed to have
negligible thickness and to be perfectly conductive such that a single
electric potential can be defined across them. QuickPack® QP10n
piezoelectric devices manufactured by Midé Technology, Corpo-
ration are used in the spar. Each QuickPack device contains
monolithic PZT-5A bracketed by Kapton, as shown in Fig. 3.
Directly following the piezoelectric layers, two thin-film battery
layers are also embedded into the spar. Thinergy® MEC 101-7SES
thin-film batteries manufactured by Infinite Power Solutions, Inc.,
are used. To prevent electrical shorting of the batteries (for which the
outer substrate serves as the electrodes), a Kapton film layer is placed
between the substrate and the batteries. 3M ScotchWeldTM DP460
high shear strength two-part epoxy is used to bond all layers, and all
bonding layers are assumed to be perfect with identical thickness.
Lastly, a sensor node is modeled as a lumped mass at an arbitrary
location near the free end of the spar.

B. Energy Formulations for the Electromechanical Spar

The absolute motion of the spar is a combination of the base
motion and the relative motion of the beam given by

wabs�x; t� � wb�t� � wrel�x; t� (1)
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Fig. 3 Multifunctional piezoelectric energy harvesting wing spar configurations showing a) series and b) parallel connection of the piezoelectric layers

along with c) cross-sectional views of both composite sections.
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where wabs is the absolute displacement of the beam, wb is the base
translation, and wrel is the displacement of the beam relative to the
moving base.

The total potential energy in the beam is given by

U� 1

2

�Z
Vs

SxxTxx dVs �
Z
Vp

SxxTxx dVp

�
(2)

where Sxx is the strain, Txx is the stress, subscript s represents
structure materials, subscript p represents piezoelectric materials,
and the integrations are performed over the volume of the materials.
All nonpiezoelectric layers (substrate and battery layers) are
considered as structure materials.

The potential energy, or strain energy, in the structure layers
(which are assumed to be linear elastic) is

Us �
1

2

Z
L

0

YIs�x�
�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2

�
2

dx (3)

where YIs�x� is the bending stiffness of the structure materials (Y is
the elasticmodulus and I is themassmoment of inertia). The bending
stiffness of the nonuniform structure is given by

YIs�x� � YIs�H�L1 � x� �H�x � L3��
� YIc1H�x � L1�H�L2 � x� � YIc2H�x � L2�H�L3 � x� (4)

whereH�x� is the Heaviside step function and YIs, YIc1, and YIc2 are
the bending stiffnesses of the substrate material in the uniform
sections from 0 � x � L1 and L3 � x � L, in the first composite
section from L1 < x < L2 and in the second composite section from
L2 < x < L3, respectively.

The stress in the piezoelectric layers is

Txx�x; z; t� � T1 � cE11S1 � e31E3 (5)

where cE11 is the elastic modulus of the piezoelectric measured at
constant electric field, S1 is the strain in the x direction (i.e.,
S1 � Sxx), e31 is the piezoelectric stress constant, and E3 is the
electric field across the electrodes of the piezoelectric layers (note
that e31 � d31=sE11, where d31 is the piezoelectric strain constant and
sE11 � 1=cE11 is the elastic compliance of the piezoelectric layer
measured at constant electric field). The electric field can be
expressed in terms of the voltage output of the piezoelectric layers;
however, the expressions will differ between the series and parallel
connection cases. From this point on, separate formulations for the
series and parallel electrode connections must be given.

The total potential energy in the piezoelectric layers is the sum of
the potential energy in the top and bottom layers, which are assumed
to be identical and symmetric, resulting in

Us
p �

Z
L2

L1

�
cE11Ip

�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2

�
2

� Jspvs�t�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2

�
dx (6)

Up
p �

Z
L2

L1

�
cE11Ip

�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2

�
2

� Jppvp�t�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2

�
dx (7)

where superscripts s and p stand for series and parallel connections
of the piezoelectric layers, cE11Ip is the bending stiffness of the
piezoelectric layer, and the piezoelectric coupling terms are

Jsp �
ZZ
p

e31
2hp

z dy dz (8)

Jpp �
ZZ
p

e31
hp
z dy dz (9)

where the integrals are evaluated over the domain of the piezoelectric
layers. The total potential energy of the structure can be written by
summing the potential energy in the piezoelectric layers and the
strain energy of the structure layers.

The total kinetic energy of the beam is

Tbeam �
1

2

�Z
Vs

�s

�
@w�x; t�
@�t�

�
2

dVs �
Z
Vp

�p

�
@w�x; t�
@�t�

�
2

dVp

�

(10)

which can be rewritten as

Tbeam �
1

2

Z
L

0

��As�x� � �Ap�x��
��
@wb�t�
@t

�
2

� 2
@wb�t�
@t

@wrel�x; t�
@t

�
�
@wrel�x; t�

@t

�
2
�
dx (11)

where �As�x� and �Ap�x� are the spatially dependent mass density
functions of the structure and piezoelectric layers given by

�As�x� � �As�H�L1 � x� �H�x � L3��
� �Ac1H�x � L1�H�L2 � x� � �Ac2H�x � L2�H�L3 � x� (12)

�Ap�x� � �ApH�x � L1�H�L2 � x� (13)

where �As, �Ac1, and �Ac2 are the mass densities of the substrate
material in the uniform sections from 0 � x � L1 and L3 � x � L,
in the first composite section from L1 < x < L2 and in the second
composite section from L2 < x < L3, respectively, and �Ap is the
mass density of the piezoelectric layers in the first composite section
from L1 < x < L2.

The kinetic energy of the lumped mass (i.e., sensor node) is given
by

Tmass �
1

2
M

��
@wb�t�
@t

�
2

� 2
@wb�t�
@t

@wrel�L4; t�
@t

�
�
@wrel�L4; t�

@t

�
2
�

(14)

whereM is the mass of the lumped mass. The total kinetic energy of
the system can be expressed as the sum of the kinetic energy of the
beam and the kinetic energy of the lumped mass.

The internal electrical energy in the piezoelectric layers is given by

Wie �
1

2

Z
Vp

E3D3 dVp (15)

The electric displacement D3 in the piezoelectric layers is

D3 � e31S1 � "S33E3 (16)

where "S33 is the dielectric permittivity of the piezoelectric measured
at constant strain (denoted by the superscript S). The total internal
electrical energy in the piezoelectric layers is the sum of the electrical
energy in the top and bottom layers. Because of the symmetry of the
identical piezoelectric layers, the internal electric energy can be
written as

Ws
ie �

1

2

Z
L2

L1

2Jspvs�t�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2
dx� 1

4
Cpv

2
s�t� (17)

Wp
ie �

1

2

Z
L2

L1

2Jppvp�t�
@2wrel�x; t�

@x2
dx� Cpv2p�t� (18)

where the internal capacitance of a piezoelectric layerCp is given by

Cp � "S33
Ap
hp

(19)

where Ap is the electrode area.
The effects of base excitation are considered in the kinetic energy

term, andmechanical damping is to be introduced later in the form of
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proportional damping; therefore, the only nonconservative virtual
work is due to the piezoelectric charge output, giving

�Wnce �Q�t��v�t� (20)

where Q�t� is the electric charge output of the piezoelectric layers.

C. Substitution of the Assumed Solution

The assumed modes method involves discretization of the energy
expressions by substitution of an assumed series solution for the
unknown relative beam displacement composed of kinematically
admissible functions (or trial functions) �r�x� multiplied by
generalized (or modal) coordinates �r�t� of the form

wrel�x; t� �
XN
r�1

�r�x��r�t� (21)

where N number of modes are used in the summation. The
admissible functions must satisfy the geometric boundary condi-
tions. A simple admissible function satisfying the essential boundary
conditions of a clamped–free thin beam is [18]

�r�x� � 1 � cos

�
�2r � 1��x

2L

�
(22)

Substitution of the assumed solution [Eq. (21)] into the potential
energy expressions [Eqs. (3), (6), and (7)], kinetic energy expressions
[Eqs. (11) and (14)], and internal electrical energy expressions
[Eqs. (17) and (18)] leads to

Us � 1

2

XN
r�1

XN
l�1
��r�t��l�t�krl � 2�r�t�vs�t�	sr� (23)

Up � 1

2

XN
r�1

XN
l�1
��r�t��l�t�krl � 2�r�t�vp�t�	pr � (24)

T � 1

2

XN
r�1

XN
l�1
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2

Z
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�
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�
2

(25)
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�
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1

2
Cpv

2
s�t�

�
(26)

Wp
ie �

1
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XN
r�1

�
2�r�t�vp�t�	pr � 2Cpv

2
p�t�

�
(27)

where

krl �
Z
L

0

YIs�x��00r �x��00l �x� dx� 2

Z
L2

L1

cE11Ip�
00
r �x��00l �x� dx (28)

	sr �
Z
L2

L1

Jsp�
00
r �x� dx (29)

	pr �
Z
L2

L1

Jpp�00r �x� dx (30)

mrl�
Z
L

0

��As�x���Ap�x���r�x��l�x�dx�M�r�L4��l�L4� (31)

pr �
Z
L

0

��As�x� � �Ap�x���r�x�
@wb�t�
@t

dx�M�r�L4�
@wb�t�
@t

(32)

where prime represents ordinary differentiation with respect to the
spatial variable x, and an overdot represents ordinary differentiation
with respect to the temporal variable t.

D. Lagrange Equations with Electromechanical Coupling

The extended Hamilton’s principle for electromechanical systems
is [19]

Z
t2

t1

��T � �U� �Wie � �Wnc� dt� 0 (33)

where �T, �U, and �Wie are the first variations of the kinetic energy,
potential energy, and internal electrical energy; and �Wnc is thevirtual
work of all nonconservative forces. Based on the extended
Hamilton’s principle, the electromechanical Lagrange equations are

d

dt

�
@T

@ _�i

�
� @T
@�i
� @U
@�i
� @Wie

@�i
� 0 (34)

d

dt

�
@T

@ _vi

�
� @T
@vi
� @U
@vi
� @Wie

@vi
�Q (35)

where Q is the electric charge output resulting from the
nonconservative virtual electrical work �Wnce.

Equation (34) leads to the first set of Lagrange equations given by

XN
l�1
�mil ��l� kil�l � 2	si vs � fi�� 0 �series connection� (36)

XN
l�1
�mil ��l� kil�l� 2	pi vp�fi�� 0 �parallel connection� (37)

where fi is the forcing due to base excitation given by

fi ��
@pi
@t
��

Z
L

0

��As�x� � �Ap�x���i�x�
@2wb�t�
@t2

dx

�M�i�L4�
@2wb�t�
@t2

(38)

Equation (35) yields the second set of Lagrange equations as

1

2
Cp _vs �

vs
Rl
�
XN
r�1
�2 _�r	sr� � 0 �series connection� (39)

2Cp _vp �
vp
Rl
�
XN
r�1
�2 _�r	pr � � 0 �parallel connection� (40)

where the temporal derivative has been taken and the time rate of

change of the electrical charge output _Q has been replaced by the
electrical current passing through the load resistor, which is
equivalent to v=Rl.

E. Equivalent Series/Parallel Representation

of the Lagrange Equation

At this point, it is convenient to introduce an equivalent repre-
sentation of the electromechanical Lagrange equations for the series
and parallel cases, as suggested by Erturk and Inman [11], in which a
single formulation with modified electromechanical coupling and
capacitance terms is used. Observe that the only differences in the
coupledLagrange equations between the series and parallel electrode
connection cases involve the electromechanical coupling terms (i.e.,
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	i) and the capacitance terms. Considering these differences, one can
define the following equivalent Lagrange equations:

XN
l�1
�mil ��l � kil�l � 	eqi v � fi� � 0 (41)

Ceq
p _v� v

Rl
�
XN
r�1
� _�r	eqr � � 0 (42)

where the equivalent electromechanical coupling 	eq and capacitance
Ceq
p are selected from Table 1 depending on whether a series or

parallel solution is desired, andwhere the piezoelectric coupling term
Jp is given by

Jp �
ZZ
p

e31
hp
z dy dz (43)

F. Solution of the Equivalent Representation

of the Lagrange Equations

Rewriting the equivalent Lagrange equations given by Eqs. (41)
and (42) in matrix form and introducing proportional damping to the
first equation gives

�M� ��� �C� _�� �K�� ��eqv� f (44)

Ceq
p _v� v

Rl
��eqT _�� 0 (45)

where superscript T represents the matrix transpose; the mass,
stiffness, and damping matrices (�M�, �K�, and �C�) are N 	 N; the
generalized coordinates �, the forcing vector f, and the
electromechanical coupling vector �eq are N 	 1; and the damping
matrix is given by

�C� � ��M� � ��K� (46)

where � and � are constants of proportionality.
Assuming harmonic base excitation at a frequency ! of the form

wb�t� �wbej!t, which leads to a base acceleration of abej!t (where
ab ��!2wb), the forcing vector as well as the solution for the
generalized coordinate and voltage response become harmonic of the
form

f � Fej!t (47)

� � �ej!t (48)

v� Vej!t (49)

Substitution of these assumed solutions into the matrix equations
[Eqs. (44) and (45)] and solving simultaneously for the voltage
response v�t� and displacement response [recalling Eq. (21)]
wrel�x; t�, the following voltage-to-base acceleration and displace-
ment-to-base acceleration frequency response functions (FRFs) can
be written:

v�t�
abe

j!t
��j!

�
j!Ceq
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where the components of the forcing vector are given by
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�

(52)

V. Experimental Validation of the Assumed
Modes Formulation

A representative wing spar with embedded piezoelectric and thin-
film battery layers is fabricated and experimentally tested, and the
results are compared with the model predictions.

A. Experimental Setup

A thin 3003-H14 aluminum alloy beam is selected as the substrate
layer of the representativewing spar. Two opposite faces of the beam
are machined to allow bonding of the piezoelectric and thin-film
battery layers on the symmetric structure. QuickPack QP10n
piezoelectric devices are bonded near the root of the beam, and
ThinergyMEC101-7SES thin-film batteries are bonded just after the
piezoelectric layers. The Thinergy batteries have a rated voltage of
4.0 Vand a capacity of 0.7 mAh. Geometric and material properties
of the substrate, piezoelectric, and battery layers are given in Table 2.
It should be noted that the QP10n device contains an active PZT-5A
element bracketed in Kapton; hence, both the dimensions of the full
device as well as the active element are given in Table 2. The
piezoelectric material properties are taken from the manufacturer’s
datasheet (QP10n uses 3195HD piezoelectric material from CTS
Corporation),§ where the battery properties are found from experi-
mental tests and measurements. The mass density of the battery is
found by simply measuring its volume and mass, where the elastic
modulus is found by fitting a distributed parameter bending beam
model to experimental FRF data obtainedwith a batterymounted in a
cantilever configuration and subjected to base excitation. The elastic
moduli of the Kapton layers and epoxy layers are taken as 3.7 and
3 GPa, respectively, and the mass densities are taken as 1233 and
1000 kg=m3, respectively [20].

The device is clamped to an APS Dynamics, Inc., 113 long-stroke
shaker, which is powered by an APS Dynamics, Inc., 125 power
amplifier, with an overhang length of 25.40 cm, as shown in Fig. 4a.
In the clamped configuration, the device becomes a five-segment
beam with an initial 25.40 mm segment containing only the
aluminum substrate, followed by a 9.53 mm transition section
containing only the reduced thickness substrate to allow for the
electrode connection of the QP10n device, a 50.80 mm composite
section containing the substrate layer and symmetric piezoelectric
layers bonded with epoxy to the substrate, a 25.40 mm composite
section containing the substrate and symmetric thin-film battery
layers insulated with Kapton and bonded with epoxy, and finally a
142.88 mm segment, which again contains only the aluminum
substrate. A 15.6 g lumped mass in the form of two rectangular
magnets of dimension 25:4 	 6:35 	 6:35 mm placed on opposite
faces of the beam is fixed at a distance of 203.2 mm from the root of
the beam. A DSP Technology, Inc., SigLab 20-42 data acquisition
system is used for all FRF measurements. Low-amplitude chirp

Table 1 Equivalent electromechanical coupling and
capacitance terms for series and parallel electrode

connections (from Erturk and Inman [11])

Series connection Parallel connection

	eqi
R L2
L1
Jp�

00
i �x� dx 2

R L2
L1
Jp�

00
i �x� dx

Ceq
p

1
2
Cp 2Cp

§Data available at http://www.mide.com/pdfs/quickpack_specs_piezo_
properties.pdf [retrieved 2 March 2011].
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signals are used to excite the shaker, and 5 averages are taken for each
measurement. The input acceleration is measured using a PCB
Piezotronics, Inc., U352C67 accelerometer attached to the base of
the clampwithwax, the tip velocity ismeasured using a Polytec, Inc.,
PDV-100 laser Doppler vibrometer by placing a small piece of
retroreflective tape at the tip of the cantilever, and the voltage output
of the piezoelectric layers is measured directly with the SigLab data
acquisition system using an Agilent Technologies, Inc., N2862A
10:1 probe. Two frequency response functions are therefore
measured: the tip velocity-to-base acceleration FRF and the voltage-
to-base acceleration FRF. The overall test setup is shown in Fig. 4b. It
is worth noting that the laser vibrometer measures the absolute tip
velocity of the beamas opposed to the relative tip displacement that is
predicted by Eq. (51); however, Eq. (51) leads to the following
expression for the absolute tip velocity FRF:
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��1
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B. Experimental Results

Experimental tip velocity-to-base acceleration and voltage-to-
base acceleration FRFs measured for both the series and parallel
connections of the electrodes for a set of load resistances ranging

from 100 � to 1 M� are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively (where
the base acceleration is given in terms of the acceleration of gravity
g� 9:81 m=s2). The tip velocity and voltage FRFs are predicted
using Eqs. (53) and (50), respectively, and plotted over the
experimental results in Figs. 5 and 6. Forty modes are used in the
assumed modes formulation (N � 40) to ensure the convergence of
the fundamental natural frequency using the admissible functions
given by Eq. (22). From the results, it is clear that the model
accurately predicts the coupled electrical andmechanical response of
the structure. As the load resistance increases from 100 � (near the
short-circuit condition) to 1 M� (near the open-circuit condition),
the experimentally measured fundamental natural frequency shifts
from 28.13 to 28.38 Hz for both series and parallel connection cases.
These frequencies are predicted by the assumed modes formulation
as 28.10 and 28.40 Hz, respectively. The model predictions of the
magnitude of the FRFs are also well matched. The experimental
voltage FRFs show amaximumpeak voltage output (obtained for the
largest load resistance) of 968:1 V=g for the series connection and
674:1 V=g for the parallel connection. It should be noted, however,
that these measurements are frequency response-based linear
estimates obtained from low-amplitude chirp excitation, and they are
not necessarily accurate for large-amplitude excitations with non-
linear response characteristics. It is expected that the linear pre-
dictions should overestimate the mechanical and electrical response
amplitudes, and hence provide an upper bound due to ignoring the
nonlinear piezoelastic effects as well as dissipative non-
linearities [21,22]. The maximum tip velocity for the short-circuit

Table 2 Geometric and material properties of self-charging structure components

Property Aluminum
substrate

Quickpack QP10n
overall device

Quickpack QP10n
active element

Thinergy MEC 101-7SES

Length, mm 304.8 50.8 45.97 25.4
Width, mm 26.62 25.4 20.574 25.4
Thickness, mm 3.237 0.381 0.254 0.178
Elastic modulus, GPa 69 —— 67 55
Mass density, kg=m3 2730 —— 7800 4000
Piezoelectric strain constant d31, pC=N —— —— �190 ——

Dielectric permittivity constant "S33, pF=m —— —— 14.6 ——

Self-charging
wing spar

Laser
vibrometer

Electromagnetic
shaker

Data acquisition
system

Fixed gain
amplifier

Accelerometer

a) b)
Fig. 4 Experimental setup showing a) wing spar clamped to shaker, and b) overall setup.
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condition is measured experimentally as 10.57 and 10:30 �m=s�=g
for the series and parallel cases, respectively, and is predicted by the
model as 10.64 and 10:59 �m=s�=g. For the open-circuit condition,
maximum tip velocities of 6.83 and 9:15 �m=s�=g are measured for
the series and parallel cases, respectively, and the predicted values are
6.67 and 9:21 �m=s�=g.

Based on the voltage FRFs given in Figs. 5a and 6a, several
electrical performance curves can be extracted to better describe the
electrical behavior of the system. The variation of the peak voltage,
current, and electrical power with load resistance can be determined

at both the short-circuit and open-circuit resonance frequencies,
which are of particular importance for energy harvesting purposes as
they provide bounds on the fundamental resonance frequency of the
system under examination. For any load resistance, the fundamental
natural frequency will lie between the short-circuit and open-circuit
resonance frequencies. The variation of the peak voltage with load
resistance is presented in Figs. 7a and 7b for the series and parallel
electrode connections, respectively. The model predictions are in
good agreement with the experimental data. The peak voltage output
values predicted by the model for the largest load resistance at the
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Fig. 6 Experimental and numerical a) tip velocity-to-base acceleration FRFs and b) voltage-to-base acceleration FRFs for parallel electrode connection
case for various load resistances.
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Fig. 7 Experimental and numerical electrical performance curves for peak voltage output in a) series and b) parallel cases, current output in c) series
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short-circuit and open-circuit resonance frequencies are 439.5 and
875:0 V=g, respectively, for the series case and 593.9 and
230:4 V=g, respectively, for the parallel case.

Figures 7c and 7d show the variation of the peak current output
with load resistance for the series and parallel electrode connection
cases, respectively. The peak current output is predicted by themodel
for the smallest load resistance at the short-circuit and open-circuit
resonance frequencies as 7.32 and 2:71 mA=g, respectively, for the
series case and 14.58 and 5:42 mA=g, respectively, for the parallel
case.

Lastly, the variation of the power output with load resistance is
given in Figs. 7e and 7f for the series and parallel cases, respectively.
For both cases, a peak power output exists for each excitation
frequency at different optimal load resistance values between short-
circuit and open-circuit conditions. Additionally, the peak power
output for the short-circuit and open-circuit conditions are roughly
equal. Furthermore, the peak powers predicted for the series
connection and parallel connection are identical. The peak power
output for excitation at the short-circuit resonance frequency is
predicted by the model as 884:9 mW=g2 for a load resistance of
64:04 k� for the series connection and 16:09 k� for the parallel
connection. For excitation at the open-circuit resonance frequency,
the model predicts a peak power output of 913:9 mW=g2 for a load
resistance of 503:3 k� for the series connection and 126:1 k� for
the parallel connection. Again, these peak values are linear estimates
based on low-amplitude chirp excitation FRFs and are not neces-
sarily accurate for large-amplitude excitation.

VI. Experimental Demonstration
of the Self-Charging Concept

Charge/discharge experiments are conducted in which the device
is first excited at resonancewith the piezoelectric layers connected to
charge a battery layer while the voltage of and current flowing into
the thin-film battery layer are monitored. Subsequently, the thin-film
battery is discharged while monitoring battery current and voltage.
Charge and discharge profiles can then be defined.

Using the same experimental setup shown in Fig. 4a, the cantilever
spar is excited at resonance with the piezoelectric layers and a single
battery layer connected to a simple linear voltage regulator energy
harvesting circuit, shown schematically in Fig. 8. A Keithley
Instruments, Inc., 2611A SourceMeter is used for the current mea-
surement in charging and for both current and voltage measurements
in discharging. In charging, a National Instruments Corporation (NI)
CompactDAQ chassis using a NI 9215 four-channel analog voltage
input card is used to measure the battery voltage. Additionally, a
NI 9233 four-channel analog input card with integrated electronic
piezoelectric coupling is used to measure the base acceleration input,
and a NI 9263 four-channel analog output card is used to excite the
shaker. For this experimentation, the two piezoelectric layers of the
self-charging spar are connected in parallel for increased current
output and used to charge a single battery layer. The base excitation
amplitude is selected based on previous flight testing results that
show acceleration amplitudes around 
1:0 g [3]. Considering that
the excitation frequency experienced on the aircraft does not match
the resonance of the harvester and, in fact, varies throughoutflight, an
acceleration level of
0:25 g is chosen; however, the resonance tests
performed here will likely still overestimate the harvesting ability of
the spar during flight. The device is excited at resonance for 1 h, and
the battery voltage and current into the battery are measured
throughout the test. Once the test is complete, the battery is
discharged using the Keithley SourceMeter. Results from both the
charge and discharge tests are shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9a, it can be
seen that the piezoelectric layers are able to supply an average of
about 0.37 mA of current into the battery. Integrating the charge
current over time, the capacity during charging is found to be
0.362mAh. The discharge test results presented in Fig. 9b, show that
a constant current of 1.4 mA (which corresponds to a discharge rate
of twice the rated battery capacity, or 2C) is drawn from the battery
throughout the test. In discharging, a capacity of 0.362 mAh is also
calculated. The results of the charge/discharge testing show the
ability of the multifunctional spar to operate in a self-charging
manner and give an estimate of the power that can be harvested by the
prototype spar. The average regulated power output of the spar

PZT
Band gap
Reference

+

-
+-

TPS71501
Voltage Regulator

1C

2C Fµ22.0

1R

2R

3C
oV

Fµ100

Fµ22.0

ΩM24.2

Ωk950

Fig. 8 Linear voltage regulator energy harvesting circuit (PZT denotes piezoelectric transducer).
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Fig. 9 Experimental curves for self-charging structures in a) charging and b) discharging under�0:25 g acceleration at 28.38 Hz.
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during testing is around 1.5 mW, which is a reasonable value for
piezoelectric energy harvesting, where typical harvested powers are
in themicrowatt to milliwatt range [1]. Additionally, this power level
is adequate for powering various low-power electronic devices.

VII. Conclusions

Piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting in UAVs has recently
attracted interest in the research community, and the development of
multifunctional harvesting solutions proves beneficial for applica-
tions in which added mass and volume are critical. This paper
presents the electromechanical modeling and experimental eval-
uation of a multifunctional composite energy harvesting wing spar
for a small UAV including embedded piezoelectrics for energy
generation and thin-film batteries for energy storage. The assumed
modes method is employed to model the wing spar in a cantilevered
configuration, and expressions for the relative displacement-to-base
acceleration and voltage-to-base acceleration frequency response
functions are given. Both series and parallel electrode connections of
the two piezoelectric layers in the symmetric bimorph energy
harvesting spar are considered. Experimental tests are conducted on a
representative prototype wing spar consisting of an aluminum beam
with embedded piezoelectric and thin-film battery layers in addition
to a lumped mass at an arbitrary location, which represents a sensor
node to be powered by the harvesting system. Model predictions are
comparedwith experimentallymeasured FRFs, and good correlation
between the model and experiments is found, thus verifying the
model. Experiments are also conducted in which the spar is excited
harmonically while the piezoelectric layers are used to charge a
battery layer in order to evaluate the ability of the spar to simul-
taneously harvest and store energy. For an input base acceleration
level of 
0:25 g at 28.4 Hz, 1.5 mW of regulated dc power is
delivered from the piezoelectric layers to the thin-film battery,
corresponding to a stored capacity of 0.362mAh in 1 h. Results of the
charge/discharge testing prove the ability of themultifunctional wing
spar to operate in a self-charging manner.
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